
Island of Hoy Development Trust Meeting Minutes 

       GABLE END                            8 PM 06.09.2011 

Meeting Called By Terry Thomson 

Type Of Meeting Monthly Board 

List Of  Board 
Members 

C Lock, , M Collop T Champagne 
John Challoner Debbie Jaques  

NON BOARD   Jayne Traynor  Brian Clegg Elaine 

APOLOGIES  Lindsay Hall  J Hardcastle   

Topics   
5 MIN MINUTES OF LAST MEETING CAROL 

Summary Of 
Discussion 

The minutes of last meeting were approved  
 

Conclusions 
Acceptance of the minutes was proposed by Tom Champagne  and 
seconded by John Challoner 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

10 MIN BLF  KEITH10 MIN  

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Keith explained the projects being considered by the sub committee, 
and where we were up to with the community bus. A meeting with CTS 
will take place on Thursday of this week and from there costs will be 
calculated 
The café was still is the process of being worked on put progress 
overall was good. 

Conclusions 
The board was happy with the work so far. The sub group will continue 
to refine the projects and prepare the application for David Knight.   

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

10 MIN RANGER TOM 10 MIN  

Summary Of 
Discussion 

 Elaine had prepared a report prior to the meeting and all members 
were happy with the work so far.  
Elaine presented a report of future work she would like to carry out and 
that would be used in grant applications for further funding for her job.  
A discussion took place regarding this. There was a discussion 
regarding expenses past and present and the ranger house. Elaine also 
suggested a steering group be set up to work with the ranger. 

Conclusions 

The future work for the Ranger was accepted in principle providing 
outside funds could be found. The major issue was to find funding for 
the Ranger position as the current funding runs out in March. With 
regard to expenses whilst the board understood some of Elaine’s 
concerns it was explained that the rangers post was on fixed funding 
and had to be operated within the funds already granted. When new 
funds are applied for and a new contract begins we must ensure that all 
aspects of expenses are covered and the ranger post given an 
operating budget to work within.  Carol suggested none board members 
could be co-opted for the steering committee and John Challoner ssaid 
he would willing join.   

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Set up steering committee  

 
Tom/John None set 



5 MIN MEMORIAL    

Summary Of 

Discussion 

John C explained the progress of the work to date and that tender 
documents for further work were being prepared so that once costs 
were understood funding could be applied for.  
Jayne had not seen the members of the gardening club so was unable 
to ask if anyone was willing to help plant the memorial site 

Conclusions 

 Board was happy with this and will be kept updated as things 
progress.  
It was decided that we would advertise the tenders on island and on 
the website first, but if there is insufficient response we will advertise 
in the Orcadian.  

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Prepare tender documents John C 11.10.2011 

Check with gardening club members as to 
whether they will plant memorial ground 

Jane  None set  

20 MIN  WIND TURBINE  BRIAN /MAX  

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Max and Brian reported that the missing SCADA equipment was en-
route from Germany and that Enercon indicated that delivery was 
imminent. Once installed the Turbine commissioning process could be 
resumed and then the 300hour testing period will begin, prior to 
snagging and handover. The Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) is also 
completed and will be signed with NPower in the next 7 days, subject 
to the banks and our own lawyers agreeing terms on the 'step in 
agreement' for this contract. 
 In response to a question regarding availability of 'accurate 
operational costs', Brian explained that it was too early to calculate 
these costs as all final turbine/civil costs are not yet known and 
therefore the loan/repayments are not set, in addition the 
schedule/timescale and level of funding required for the Debt Service 
Reserve Account (DSRA) have yet to be set/agreed with the Co-op - 

this will take place during the first part of the operational phase in 
accordance with the main finance agreement with the Co-op. 
A question relating to 'cash generation projections' was also addressed 
through an explanation that whilst it was theoretically possible for the 
turbine to generate over £600k pa using the current PPA/FIT levels it 
would be unwise to attempt this type of projection/calculation as the 
many unknowns are yet to be measured/agreed, for example: Loan 
level/repayments, Interest rate next March, DSRA population and 

actual wind/performance/availability of the turbine - a projection figure 
used by the bank in their initial spread sheet projections was more like 
to £300k pa. Finally a comment that suggested that the wind factor 
was probably not that important was also clarified - It was explained 
that our 'Wind Data/Report' was not site specific and had been 
extrapolated from the Binga Fea mast and  this had been a cause of  
concern for the bank at the loan application/risk assessment stage - 
the report gives our site a mean wind speed of 8.5 m/s (other CPO 
members have reports indicating close to 11 m/s) - the Enercon E44 
requires 12 m/s to generate full power. It was also explained that the 
relevance of the wind is perhaps the highest of all of the variables 
involved due to it’s cubic relationship to output levels e.g. if the wind 
speed drops from 12m/s to 10m/s this does not result in a 17% drop in 
production - it is actually over 35% - this 35% reduction in generated 

revenue would reflect in the 'bottom line' only - the loan repayments 
and other operating costs would remain unaffected.   



Conclusions 

Taking all of the above into account it was recommended that any 
'projections' for revenue generation be carried out during the first 
operational cycle (12 months) at the very earliest so that 'real' data 
could be used and agreed/known costs could be included.  

The previously raised point from Tom relating to potential corporation 
tax liabilities was revisited and it was confirmed that this would be 
addressed at the relevant time with the HEL company accountants, as 
would any fiscal decisions relating to nominal book value and/or capital 
equipment depreciation - probably 18 months from now and as such 
will be subject to HMRC rules relevant at that time. 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

   

5 MIN ALLOCATION OF TURBINE FUNDS CAROL  

Summary Of 

Discussion 

Following a request from Carol it was confirmed that 'Community 
Benefit Fund' generated by the turbine would be equivalent to 50% of 
the net operating profit of Hoy Energy Ltd, the balance being retained 
by Hoy Energy Ltd solely for investment purposes to ensure a secure 

future for the existing Turbine and to enable the trust to create an 
extension/replacement project to ensure revenue generation for the 
community once the current project comes to an end. 
 Board members were reminded that this structure was debated and 
agreed in January 2011 to afford comfort to the Co-op in their risk 
assessment due to loss of BLF funding and poor wind report - 
effectively it allowed us to refinance at the 90% level.  

Clarification was also given that the Community Benefit Fund (CBF) 
would be made available in its entirety to the Arms Length Committee 
(ALC) for allocation/award to successful applications from community 
groups/individuals.  IHDT will not be involved in the decision as to the 
success of any application; this will be the sole responsibility of the 
ALC, although the criteria/policy under which the ALC will operate and 
conduct this process will be created by IHDT. 

Each award made by the ALC will be subject to audit by the IHDT in 
respect of that policy. It was confirmed that at no point will monies 
leave the CBF other than to transfer direct to a successful applicant. 
 In short the ALC make the award decisions but do not handle the 
actual funds, the IHDT handle the funds but do not make the award 
decisions - the best possible scenario for transparency.  
It was also pointed out by Max that should IHDT require monies from 
the CBF for any reason, then they would be required to apply to the 

ALC in exactly the same manner as any other applicant. 
The Board were reminded that it would be unlikely for IHDT to have to 
apply for 'operating funds' from the CBF as these would be adequately 
covered by repayment of the '10% Loan plus interest’ from Hel which  
would be paid by HEL as an operating cost prior to any net profit 
calculation.  
In addition it was confirmed that there is scope for a 'management 
charge' to be levied against HEL by the IHDT should they deem it 
prudent - again a possible source of funding for the operational costs of 
the Trust. 

Conclusions 

 It was confirmed that the construction of the operating policy and 
implementation plan for the ALC would now by completed by the 
nominated sub-committee (Carol, Max and Lindsay) over the coming 
months - reporting back to the main board as required. 

 



Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Operating policy and implementation plan Carol Max Lindsay  None set  

10 MIN NEWLETTTER DEBS  

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Debs explained that to date she had not had chance to look at the 
news letter issue but hoped she would have time to do so for the next 
meeting.   

Conclusions Board was happy for this to be carried forward   

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

10 MIN SUB COMMITTEE  

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Keith brought the directors up to speed with the activity of the heritage 
sub committee and the project as a whole. 
A discussion took place regarding hut No 2 which we are hoping to be 
moved to the museum site.  

Conclusions 
As the projects are all in there infancy the board were happy for the 
sub committee to carry on until such time as there is more progress .  

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

   

 CORRESSPONDENCE   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

There was no correspondence other than what had been sent out 
previously. 

Conclusions  

 AOB   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Terry asked if we were all aware of the fact that renewables 
organizations were looking at accommodation on the island.  Some 
directors were some not.  

Conclusions 
 It was decided that as a article would be in the local paper the 
following day directors could bring themselves up to speed by reading 
this.  

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

   

 

 DATE OF NEXT MEETING  

Summary Of 
Discussion 

 Meeting was set for 6th September  at the Gable End at 8pm     

 
Written By Carol Lock – Minute Secretary                  Proposed by  
Seconded by                                                    Chair  
 


